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This course examines major topics and cases in corporate finance. In particular, we examine the decisions
made by corporate managers regarding investment and financing policies. Since the goal of these decisions is
to maximize firm value and shareholder wealth, an important component of the course is to understand how firm
value is determined. This involves a sound understanding of the risk-return relation in financial assets, the valuation of firms and assets, and major corporate decisions.

COURSE OBJECTIVES:

Using the well-known valuation framework, we will learn the concepts of value creation, measurement of firm performance, cash flow estimation (historical analysis and future forecasts), cost of capital estimation, capital structure, and
advanced issues including mergers and acquisitions. We apply the important concepts on corporate policy-making
using real-life cases and mini cases (i.e., simplified version of real-life cases) throughout the course.

COURSE OUTLINE:

The outline of the course is as follows. (1) Basic concepts of value and value creation: What is value? Why should we
worry about value creation? How does one measure the value of a firm? (2) Major valuation frameworks and models:
Introduction of five main valuation models to valuing firms. Detailed discussions on historical cash flow analysis, future
cash flow forecasts, terminal value estimation, capital structure, and cost of capital. (3) Applications of the valuation
frameworks on advanced issues in corporate finance: How to apply valuation to mergers, acquisitions, and divestitures.
(4) Case Studies on Corporate Decision-making: How does one make recommendations on corporate decisions on
financial issues such as cost of capital and mergers and acquisitions?

TARGETED SKILLS:

Present value concept and calculation; Estimating cash flows and cost of capital; Understanding terminal value; Applications of valuation frameworks; and
Analytical skills of major corporate decisions such as mergers and acquisitions
and divestitures.
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